Abstract. For any ordinal a there exists a bipartite ordered set P containing no infinite fences such that P has a perfect sequence of length a.
Introduction
The aim of this note is to answer Question 2 of [5] . Before we state that question let us briefly set up notation, terminology and basic definitions, in particular those concerning the PT-order.
We shall denote by P an ordered set with < as an ordering relation. For any x,y G P, x ~ y means x is comparable to y, i.e. x < y V y < x. We assume such notions as chain completeness, retract, irreducible element, dismantlability, fence are well known to the reader. P d is P with a dual ordering. Ordinals will be donoted by Greek characters. Ord stands for the class of all ordinals.
The PT-order is a relation <ponP which has been defined by Li in [2] and it was investigated (partially together with E. C. Milner) in the sequence of articles [3] - [5] . Define <p by the following formula:
(or equivalently: each maximal chain containing a contains b). It is easy to see that a <pb implies comparability of both engaged elements and, if P is finite, a is irreducible in P and b is a unique upper or lower cover of a then a <p b.
Obviously < p is a reflexive, transitive but not an antisymmetric relation. The trivial example is an arbitrary chain where any two elements are in that relation. Formula a<pb & b<pa will be denoted by a ~p b. Obviously ~p is an equivalence relation on P. X is a < p-good subset of P if 1. for each a € P there exists b € X with a<pb (X is <p-dominating), 2. for any a,b € X, a ~p b implies a = b (X is an < p-antichain).
In [3] it has been proved that each chain complete ordered set has a unique (up to isomorphism) < p-good subset, any < p-good subset of P is its retract (and hence it is chain complete as well). An decreasing transfinite sequence (P¿ : £ € Ord) of subsets of P is called perfect if it is continous (i.e f\<A = P\ f°r any limit ordinal A) and, for each P^+i is a <£-good subset of P,£ (where <£ stands for <pe). By obvious set-theoretical reasons each perfect sequence must stabilize after some a < k + steps (where k is the cardinality of P and K + is the next cardinal after K). The least such an a is called the length of that perfect sequence and Pa is called the core of P obtained by it.
It is pretty obvious that in a finite ordered set P perfect sequence corresponds with a process of dismantling P by irreducibles (a <3 p-good subset is the result of the removal from P all its irreducible elements). It turned out that notions generated by PT-order made possible to extend many results from finite to infinite (albeit chain complete) ordered sets. Especially brilliant results have been obtained in the fixed point theory for ordered sets. We refer the reader to [3] - [5] for details.
Though any ordered sets determines (up to isomorphism) its good subset, such uniqueness of a core and the length of a perfect sequence remained an open problem (in a general case because in [4] that uniqueness has been proved under the assumption: P contains no infinite antichains). This is the content of Question 1 of [5] . The subject of Question 2 (which seems to be easier that the other one) of that paper is an upper bound for possible lengths of perfect sequences for the class of all chain complete ordered sets containing no infinite fences and no "towers" (we refer the reader to [5] for the diagram defining the "tower"; we omit it as ordered sets we will consider trivially do not contain it). A slightly more general is the following statement of that problem: which ordinals can be lengths of perfect sequences. Just this problem is a topic of the present Note.
The construction
Let a be a fixed element of an ordered set P. We will call it origin of P and a pair (P, a) will be called an ordered set with origin.
For a disjoint family {(P l ,a l ) : i € 1} of ordered sets with origin (P l is ordered by <*) and for b 0 (Jie/P l let 6©ie/ P 1 stand for an ordered set with origin ({6} U U¿g/ P\ b) where the ordering of {b} U Utg/ P l is a transitive closure of (Ji6/ < l U{a l < b : i G I}, cf. Figure 1 . For two ordered sets P, Q, the notation P®b®Q will be used. We assume also that P©6©P stands for a P © 6© Q, where Q is an isomorphic copy of P which is disjoint with P. where I\ = {i £ I £ < a*}.
2. Q a -{&} is the core of Q and b is a maximum element of Q.
If, for each i 6 I, P % contains no infinite fences then Q does not contain them either.

If, for each i 6 I, Pi is bipartite (i.e contains at most twoelement chains) then Q is bipartite as well.
In particular, if P has a perfect sequence of length a with a singleton {a} as the core and a is a minimum element of P, then taking a as origin of P we obtain that P © b © P has a perfect sequence of length a + 1 Define now, by transfinite induction, (P 13 : (3 e Ord), a sequence of ordered sets and (a 13 : ¡3 E Ord -{0}) a sequence of their origins. Let P° = 0. Assume ordered set and aP (for ¡3 > 0), its origin, to be defined. is a singleton and its unique element is the origin of P 1 . P 2 , P 3 and P 4 are presented in Figure 2 .
A. Rutkowski
Let A be a limit ordinal and let, for ¡3 < A, aP be defined. We can assume, with no loss of generality, that fl P 1 = 0 for each (3 < 7 < A. Fix any b £ (J/3<A P P , PUT P x = b@p<x{pP) d and a x = b. A direct consequence of the Lemma and of the construction is
THEOREM 1. For each ordinal a, ordered set P a is bipartite, it contains no infinite fence and it has a perfect sequence of length a approaching core {a Q }.
An advantage of the above construction is that it is uniform w.r.t a and solves the problem for all ordinals together. Although for some special ordinals, in particular countable ones, more simply defined sets can be used. Let us remind an ordered set W\ defined by J. W. Walker in [7] (cf. Figure 3) . Obviously this is a bipartite set with no infinite fences. It has a perfect sequence of length to with {xo} as a core. Substituting each vertex xx (for i > 0) by an isomorphic copy of W\ (cf. Figure 4 , where it is shown how W\ is attached to the magnified part of Figure 3 indicated by a box) we obtain a bipartite set W2 with a perfect sequence of length ui + ui. A continuation of such a procedure leads to sets Wn having an ordinal nu> as the length of their perfect sequence. Now, glueing all Wn (i.e. their isomorphic copies which are pairwise disjoint) in their origin xq we obtain a set with u> 2 is the desired ordinal.
can be also obtain this way. All of them are bipartite and contain no infinite fences.
We finish this Note by a remark on a Question 1 which seems to be much serious problem. The counterexample against the uniqueness of the length of perfect sequence (in a given ordered set) has been constructed by J. D. Farley in [1] . The following Figure is an inessential modification of Farley's example Figure 2 It is easy to see that P w is either {x^} (then this is the core and the length of its perfect sequence is u>) or {xo,x u } (and then the length of the corresponding perfect sequence is u> + 1).
Paper [1] contains also some very partial results towards the problem of the uniqueness of the core which, in general case remains open. Another partial result is in [6] , where the uniqueness of the core is proved when all comparative retractions are taken into account in the dismantlability process.
